Technical Committee on Healthcare and Medical Systems (TC-HCMS)

Second semi-annual meeting 2015
CDC 2015 Osaka
Preliminaries

• Introductions

• Collect attendance
Activities July 2015-Dec. 2015

• Article for CSM about our TC activities, submitted in October - the initial February 16 issue page proofs have just been approved - it will go to the printers in early January

• Two invited sessions for ACC 2016 Boston submitted:
  • *Application of control theory in legged locomotion*; organizers: Robert D. Gregg and Koushil Sreenath
  • *Mathematical modeling of diseases and medical intervention effects*; organizers Caterina Scoglio and Alexander Medvedev
  • Possibility to organize a special session (volunteers are needed) with NIH NSF program directors
Activities planned for January 2016 - June 2015

• Organizing session at CDC 2016
  • Invited
  • Special
  • Topics
  • Deadline March 7, 2016

• More content on our webpage
  • Books
  • Videos
  • Links to important articles
Other Activities

• Video contest
• Wikipedia project
• Develop special issues for journals
• Organize summer school
• Organize workshops
Next meeting ACC 2016 Boston

• Minutes of CDC 2015 will be available on TC webpage soon

• Other activities likely to be reported?